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ABSTRACT
Modern computer music performances often involve a mu-
sical instrument that is primarily digital; software runs on
a computer, and the physical form of the instrument is the
computer. In such a practice, the performance interface is
rendered on a computer screen for the performer. There
has been a concern in using a laptop as a musical instru-
ment from the audience’s perspective, in that having “a lap-
top performer sitting behind the screen” makes it difficult
for the audience to understand how the performer is cre-
ating music. Mirroring a computer screen on a projection
screen has been one way to address the concern and re-
veal the performer’s instrument. This paper introduces and
discusses the author’s computer music practice, in which a
performer actively considers screen mirroring as an essen-
tial part of the performance, beyond visualization of music.
In this case, screen mirroring is not complementary, but in-
evitable from the inception of the performance. The related
works listed within explore various roles of screen mirroring
in computer music performance and helps us understand
empirical and logistical findings in such practices.

Author Keywords
Laptop Performance, Live Coding, Audience Communica-
tion

CCS Concepts
•Applied computing→ Sound and music computing;
Performing arts;

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern computer music performances often involve a lap-
top performer, a musician sitting behind a laptop playing
music on stage. Oftentimes, the musical instrument is a
computer program, and the physical form of the instrument
is the computer. Since its emergence, a laptop performance
has become a prominent trend in computer music, creat-
ing novel musical practices such as Laptop Orchestra and
Live Coding [9, 13, 37]. In this setting, the performance
interface is rendered on a computer screen primarily for the
performer to get visual feedback from the input. However,
there has been a concern from the audience’s perspective
that having a laptop performer sitting behind the screen
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Figure 1: Mirroring the screen in Live Writing:
Gloomy Streets - What is on the projection screen
is the interface that the performer is playing and
seeing

with visual fixation on the screen makes it difficult for the
audience to understand what the performer is doing [36,
37]. One response to such a complaint is to reveal (mir-
ror) the performer’s screen on a projection screen in the
performance space. This proves that the performer is not
merely checking their email, but is instead engaged with a
live performance [7]. This tradition has become Canonical
especially in live coding music [9].

While the idea of mirroring a computer screen as-is pas-
sively addresses this concern, researchers and musicians have
been actively using screen mirroring as an opportunity to
enhance the expressivity of their performances and to de-
velop a novel music practice. One widely used approach
involves overlaying a visualization on top of a performance
interface (e.g., live coding editors), using a programming
environment as a canvas for generative visuals as well as a
performance interface for generative music. In this paper,
I introduce other types of laptop-based music performance
in which screen mirroring is inevitable from the inception
of the performance; this is consistent with my own practice
as well.

The scope of musical works covered in this paper includes
only those cases in which visuals on the screen are mirrored;
that is, the projected screen is exactly the same as the screen
the performer is seeing and using (See Fig. 1). It should
be noted that this is not a comprehensive survey of musi-
cal performances that involve mirroring a computer screen,
particularly because of the lack of specific documentation
needed to confirm screen mirroring in others’ artworks. In
addition, this paper does not cover visual generative art,
including visual live coding and visualization of music, be-
cause the goal is instead to discuss the mirroring screen
technique beyond the ways in which it has been used in live
coding and it is relatively well documented in [17, 27, 31].
It is my hope that this paper can serve as a useful reference
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for researchers and practitioners understand the challenges
and opportunities of mirroring a computer screen, both in
practice and in the future music performance system design.

2. RELATED WORKS
Contemporary computer-based musical performances cre-
ate tension between shifting to aural performativity [36]
and reinvigorating visual performativity [33]. This paper
suggests that simply revealing the laptop screen to the au-
dience can support the latter approach.

2.1 Hiding Behind the Screen
While software is dominant in today’s music-making pro-
cesses, it seems that musicians have been avoiding reveal-
ing purely software-based musical instruments. One can ar-
gue that this is because of the discomfort the audience has
when the performer behind a laptop screen does not con-
vey any apparent relationship with their aural experience,
rather asserting that the audience should now change [36].
The audience may have trouble in understanding the per-
former’s activity in audio-only, laptop-based performances,
depending on their experience in computer music, and their
background knowledge of software [5]. It is not common
to find musical performances in which musicians mirror the
screen of their laptop, which runs an audio programming en-
vironment (e.g. MAX/MSP, Pure Data, SuperCollider) or
digital audio workstation (Ableton Live, Logic), considering
how widely such software is used in live performances; one
exception to this tendency is live coding, which we will dis-
cuss in the following section. Even when software is used for
music performances, it is often observed that musicians con-
sider visual and corporeal aspects of the performance, typ-
ically combining a laptop performance together with other
performers, or other types of external, gesture-based inter-
face — a MIDI controller, for example. Alternatively, there
can be visuals that are separate from the performance in-
terface used by performers. It seems that musicians are
hesitant to share purely software-based musical instruments
with their audiences as-is, even though a graphical user in-
terface on the screen can also supply a visual aspect of the
performance.

This tendency of avoiding GUI-based musical instruments
remains for (purely) laptop-based instruments. Even when
researchers find expressivity in the native input devices of a
laptop, they often want the audience to recognize the phys-
ical gestures of using a laptop, rather than limiting the vis-
ible aspect of the performance to a graphical user interface.
For example, in the case of Clix, keypresses on laptop key-
boards are the primary gestures; there is no visual feedback
associated with that action on the screen beyond simple
logging [13]. A set of design principles was suggested to
design laptop-based instruments that avoid a need for vi-
sual fixations [12]. This often yields an eccentric approach;
Laptop Accordion is one of such examples, using the gesture
of opening and closing a laptop for sound generation [30].
While this can certainly be effective in audience communi-
cation, performers are not allowed to use a laptop in the way
that they are most proficient with using native input tech-
nologies [13]. However, there is one exception in this ten-
dency: the live coding musical practice compels musicians
to reveal their musical instrument, which is a programming
language, and to share their screen as-is.

2.2 Live Coding: Show Us Your Screens
Live coding is a musical practice in which performers are
guided to reveal their screens [9]. This principle is encap-

sulated well in a statement from TOPLAP’s1 (a live coding
community) manifesto: “Obscurantism is dangerous. Show
us your screens.” In this practice, it is typical to project pro-
gram code text in the performance space for the audience to
better understand the algorithmic and generative nature of
the music-making process. The highly visible nature of the
coding process makes the performance aspect of program-
ming explicit to the audience. Live coding researchers have
attempted to take advantage of projection screens to pro-
mote audience communication. One such attempt involves
developing a graphical programming language, with the mo-
tivation of offering visual representations of algorithms that
communicate to audiences more effectively [25, 26, 28, 29].
Another approach involves separate live coders (or teams of
live coders) for visuals and music, respectively [11, 17].

The requirement of mirroring live coders’ computer screens
has been diversified, evolved, and reinterpreted in various
directions. For example, projecting multiple computer screens
at once is limited by the projection screens and projectors
available. This led one live coding ensemble to create a
dedicated visualization technique, which is technically not
screen mirroring [14, 40, 24]. For certain styles of live-coded
music — such as electronic dance music — projecting a com-
puter screen that shows a code editor may even have little to
no effect on an audience, given that the audience is expected
to dance, rather than watch a screen under a dazzling light
show [8].

Mirroring a musician’s screen will be a continuing practice
in live coding performances. The purpose of this paper is to
introduce how the author’s practice of mirroring a laptop
screen, influenced by the live coding community, has been
used to enhance audience communication and to motivate
novel audiovisual music performances.

3. SCREEN MIRRORING FOR AUDIENCE
COMMUNICATION

In this section, I discuss musical performances, including
my own, in which the performance interface is mirrored on
a projection screen and designed to help communicate with
the audience.

3.1 Screen-mediated Audience Participation
In interactive music performances involving audience partic-
ipation, mirroring the performer’s interface on a projection
screen can help to share information and facilitate partici-
pation. In particular, revealing the performer’s interface is
an effective method of manifesting how a performer is con-
nected to the audience members, accounting for the ways
that the audience contributes to the sonic outcome.
(Manifesting the distributed nature) In one audience
participation piece, echobo, a projection screen is used to
mirror the interface seen by an on-stage performer, who is
using a tablet [23]. The audience are guided to play a mo-
bile musical instrument on their smartphones, and the only
sound of the piece comes from their devices. While the on-
stage performer alone cannot make any sound, the aggre-
gate sound generated by a large audience’s smartphones cre-
ates a background harmonic structure composed of a dense,
stochastic mass of notes in a selected scale. The performer’s
interface shows a set of blocks in a 2D arrangement, and
the performer presses arrow keys to move a square-shaped
cursor and select a chord block in the space(See Fig. 2).
Audience members then use their smartphones to play in-
struments whose key (e.g., a given minor or major scale)
is controlled by the on-stage performer. In this case,the

1http://www.toplap.org/
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Figure 2: The performer’s interface of echobo pro-
jected on the screen helps the audience create a
sense of a connected ensemble.

performer’s interface is designed to effectively convey the
relationship between the on-stage performer’s control over
the chord structure of the music and the sound the audience
generates; the visual representation of the chord can help
the audience understand the idea of chord progression. If
the performer’s interface were not shared with the audience,
the aggregate sonic outcome, which changes unpredictably,
could confuse and interrupt the audience. The audience’s
ability to associate the performer’s control with the synchro-
nized chord changes helps to create a sense of a connected
ensemble.
(Facilitating Social Interaction) A projection screen
can be used to facilitate social interaction among audience
members. In Crowd in C[loud], the performer’s interface
rendered on a projection screen shows collaborative or com-
petitive information in real time, and such information can
encourage social interaction to sustain audience participa-
tion [10, 19]. For example, audience members can find
their screen names and see how many other users liked their
melody (“liked”), and how many of them are playing that
melody at the moment (“crowded”). In addition, the most-
liked screen name and the most-crowded screen name are
displayed for recognition. In another audience participation
framework, massMobile, displaying the collective outcome
of audience responses effectively facilitates the emergence
of group behaviors, with audience members changing their
votes to join the leading group and thus collectively effecting
a change [38].
(Tools for Complementary Design and Textual Com-
munication) Information displayed on the projection screen
can serve as a shared visual context to help simplify the au-
dience’s interface design. User interfaces for audience use
must be fairly limited, since audience members do not have
enough time to become familiar with a complex user inter-
face, given the limited duration of the performance [19, 38].
It is thus crucial to make the instrument as compact as pos-
sible. Using the projection screen to display additional in-
formation can effectively convey a complex idea, with richly
expressed textual and visual modalities, without interrupt-
ing the performance by offering additional features to the
audience that are not central to the performance. Given
that only non-verbal communication is allowed in a musical
performance, this is a very effective method of engaging an
audience. For example, a live coder can type a chat mes-
sage to communicate with the audience and elicit a verbal
response [20], or annotate displayed graphics with hand-
written text [32]2.

3.2 Visualaudio (not audiovisual) performance
2https://youtu.be/Tdj5e82nPHQ

Figure 3: Mirroring the screen in Crossole - the
performer (left) directly manipulates virtual objects
on the projection screen

Audiovisual performance practices include visualization; vi-
suals are either generated in response to sound, or created
separately from of the sound. However, audio and music
can similarly be a response to the visuals produced by a
musician; this is a performance practice in which visuals
precede music in the conceptual sound generation mecha-
nism. Live Coding YouTube is one such case, in which ma-
nipulating videos is the primary gesture of musical perfor-
mance [18]. The sound of the music comes exclusively from
playing YouTube videos — by live coding them — without
any audio processing techniques: retrieving a video, play-
ing it, and specifying the time from which playback should
begin. Both the performer and the audience need to be
able to see the videos, as this is both the core concept and
the only sound generation mechanism used in the perfor-
mance.In this setting, visuals connect a performer’s input
to the sonic outcome (code => visual => music), and mir-
roring a live coder’s performance interface is not only about
revealing the input, but also about revealing the sound it-
self.

Live Writing is another case in which visuals are concep-
tually embedded in a musical performance (See Fig. 1) [22].
In this performance practice (or writing practice), a per-
former writes a poem, and the poem is the only input that
advances the music and triggers sonic events. The gener-
ated music is a composed sonification of the poem, and the
composition process cannot be detached from the content
of the poem. Naturally, the audience experience is an in-
tegrated experience of three different modalities: textual
(reading the poem), audible (listening to the sonification
of the poem and the writing activities), and visual (visual-
ization of sound on top of the poem text, connecting two
different modalities) [21]. In these two cases, it is impossi-
ble to convey the idea of the performance practice without
showing the performer’s interface, as the visual nature of
the composition and performance in its inception.

3.3 Virtual Representation of Music Control
NIME researchers and practitioners often create their own
screen-based musical interfaces, which are often graphical,
interactive applications. In this regard, mirroring the per-
former’s screen can be an effective (and arguably inevitable
method) of helping the audience become immersed into the
virtual world that a performer is in.

Crossole is one example of a musical instrument designed
with a metaphor of controlling virtual objects [34]. The idea
originates from a well-known sci-fi movie, Minority Report,
which inspired a number of research projects involving mid-
air gestural control3 [1, 39]. The instrument is designed for
building a chord progression structure resembling a cross-
word puzzle; the performer navigates through chord blocks
(See Fig. 3). In such a situation, it is natural for a per-
former to share the screen that they control with the audi-

3https://youtu.be/NwVBzx0LMNQ
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ence. Sometimes, screen mirroring is not enough to account
for a performer’s activity, especially when it involves touch
screen input — as may be the case with mobile devices
or a tabletop interface. In these contexts, musicians often
choose to capture a top-down view of the physical screen
and project this image instead, so that the audience can see
the screen as well as the performer’s hands [32]. In addi-
tion to graphically represented interfaces, many game-based
music-making applications follow the practice of mirroring
a player’s or observer’s screen, where the musician becomes
a game player and game activity is sonified as a live music
piece [2, 6, 15, 16].

4. SCREEN MIRRORING IN PRACTICE
In this section, I introduce some of the practical issues that
I have experienced, particularly regarding screen mirroring.

4.1 Where Do I Stand When I Need to Be Shown?
An interesting practical issue arises when a laptop perfor-
mance incorporates a gesture-based interface and the screen
is mirrored: where the performer stands, and which direc-
tion the performer faces. A performer typically stands ei-
ther facing the projection screen or facing a laptop, which in
turn often faces the back of the stage.In Crossole, the per-
former must stand a few meters away from the depth camera
(Kinect) with no objects in between, which forces the laptop
to be placed behind the camera [34]. This makes the choice
of a performer performing on virtual elements shown in a
projection much more plausible for both performer and au-
dience, instead of controlling tiny virtual blocks on a laptop
screen several meters away from the performer and invisi-
ble to the audience. However, this results in an awkward
position in which the performer must stand with their back
turned to the audience. In addition, the audience has no
anterior view of the performer, making it likely that they
will miss out on rich, non-verbal communication (e.g., facial
expressions). In the concert where Crossole premiered, the
performer and stage crews had a brief debate about how
to locate the camera, which direction the performer would
face, and whether the performer should perform watching
the projection screen or the laptop screen; none of these
are common problems in stage production.For the Crossole
performance, this resulted in a strange stage setup in which
performers stood on the side of the stage, half-facing the
projection screen (See Fig. 3)4.

Indeed, it seems that there exists some tension between
facing the projection screen (with the audience behind the
performer) and facing the audience, especially for pieces
that incorporate gesture-based interfaces. In the ICMC per-
formance of Carillon5, the composer and performer decided
to simply place the laptop facing the projection screen, per-
forming with the audience behind his back. This creates
an intuitive mapping between the performer’s gestures and
their results, for the audience to better understand the idea
of controlling music in a virtual world. However, the audi-
ence did not have an anterior view of the performer, and
the performer did not have a view of the audience. This
situation limits communication between the two. Another
performance of the same piece maintained the configuration
in which the performer faces the projection screen, but the
performer was moved to stand behind the audience6. At
first, this sounds like a resolution to the problem, but one
quickly realizes from the performance video that audience
members cannot see the performer and the projection screen

4https://youtu.be/Vy3Z4XRsFv4
5https://youtu.be/ hxka3PJL34
6https://youtu.be/AG6TiKvhpsk

Figure 4: Mirroring screen in Live Writing: Jimmy
Raps - The performer faces the laptop and the au-
dience sees the mirrored screen. The visuals on the
projection screen are laterally inverse to the laptop
screen, so the performer’s gestures cause the visuals
to moves in the “wrong” direction.

at the same time. This may ruin the perceived intimacy
between the audiovisuals on the screen and the performer’s
gestures.

Facing the audience and staying behind the (mirrored)
laptop screen do not resolve the issue either. In the sec-
ond iteration of Live Writing practice, Jimmy Raps, the
composer and performer decided to type a poem with a
gesture-based interface, MTO, controlling both the visuals
and the sound7 [35]. The musician chose to use a laptop
both for input (keyboard) and output (visuals on the lap-
top screen, mirrored on the projection). The laptop and
laptop stand block the audience’s view of the composer’s
gestural expressions, prompting him to take a few steps
back from the laptop for parts that are dedicated to ges-
tural control. In addition, the visuals are controlled in a
direction that appears to be opposite to that of his arm
gestures (See Fig. 4). Due to the nature of Live Writing
practice, simply flipping the image horizontally is not a so-
lution, as the poem text would become unreadable. It seems
that there is no perfect solution yet, and the constraints of
various performance spaces (audience seats, reconfigurabil-
ity, location and scale of projection screen) need to be taken
into account on a per-piece basis. This makes it challenging
for practitioners using such interfaces to figure out these de-
tails until they visit the performance space. Given the rise
of software-based instruments and VR-based instruments,
in which a screen needs to be shared with the audience,
novel opportunities in perspective sharing for computer mu-
sic performances may arise for future research in performing
technology, virtual reality, and augmented reality. In [3],
Berthaut, et al. pioneered in creating a mixed-reality per-
formance environment in which visuals are projected on a
transparent display in which a performer can face the au-
dience, both audience and the performer can confront the
virtual objects rendered on reflective transparent surfaces,
and the audience can see the performer through the trans-
parent surface. In addition, many of the performance setups
explored in this section can be attributed with a set of di-
mensions suggested in [4].

4.2 Other practical issues in screen mirroring
When a musician decides to reveal their screen for the ben-
efit of audience communication, a set of poorly documented
technical and logistical issues arises — including problems
as small as the need to warm up the projector before the per-
formance starts. While performance spaces typically pro-
vide projection equipment, the technical level of the equip-
ment provided can vary drastically, ranging from a simple
projector and projector stand to a high-quality, in-house
projection system, in which case a stage crew at the mixer

7https://vimeo.com/220087603
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has complete control over the projection. Therefore, it is
important to understand the capabilities afforded by the
performance space prior to the concert.

4.2.1 Know What They Will See
A musician needs a well thought-out plan as to what the
very first visual presented to the audience will be. Without
some foresight, a performer may end up beginning a per-
formance with a log-in screen, waking up the laptop screen.
Or, this open nature can be intentionally selected. For ex-
ample, in the case of Live Coding YouTube and Crowd In
C[loud], I have initiated the pieces from a clean desktop
computer screen — which could have been rather embar-
rassing in other performances — and begin by launching a
web browser and typing the URL to the application. This
choice was made for the audience to realize that both per-
formance environments are built entirely on a web browser,
and that there is no additional software involved (such as
a digital audio workstation, local web server, or audio pro-
gramming environment). This shows off the advances made
in web audio technology, and the affordance that anybody
can visit the URL to perform a piece, which they may not
have known otherwise.

Similarly, a musical performance involving a mirrored
computer screen may be interrupted by unexpected inci-
dents, including normal operating system behavior. For ex-
ample, a notification rendered on top of other software (e.g.,
to inform the user of an email, calendar events, or system
update) can detract from the audience and the performer’s
immersion in the performance. In fact, in a previous Live
Writing performance, the whole audience experienced the
tension of a performance failure when the OS displayed a
low battery notification, requiring the performer to stop
typing and click the “Close” button 8. While what to re-
veal to the audience depends on stakeholders’ preferences,
it is generally better to plan, rehearse, and control what will
be shown on the screen in advance with the stage crew.

4.2.2 Responsive Design and Responsive Rehearsal
For a musician who intends to mirror their screen in a per-
formance space, preparations must be made to accommo-
date the variety of possible screen resolutions of the pro-
jector used. Connecting a projector to a computer or a
laptop may force a particular screen resolution, potentially
one smaller than that of the development environment —
this is typical of smaller and older projectors. If this is
not discovered until immediately before the performance,
this can cause the performer to panic. This is particularly
problematic for a web-based application, in which a third-
party library (such as Bootstrap9) may respond to a lower-
resolution screen differently. In general, it is recommended
to know the supported screen resolutions prior to the perfor-
mance and to test the application using a secondary screen
or projector. In addition, it is useful to consider the signifi-
cance of readability of the information shown on the projec-
tion, if it matters, in relation to the context and the style of
music, screen resolution, visual content, performance space
configuration, and the size of the projection.

5. SHOW THEM MY SCREEN
In this paper, I have reviewed previous works that incor-
porate mirroring a performer’s interface running on a com-
puter in the performance space for audience communication.
My personal trajectory of starting a computer music prac-
tice from live coding influenced me to consider it natural

8https://youtu.be/hAHxM8a-0UI?t=543
9https://getbootstrap.com/

to reveal my computer screen to the audience. Arguably,
revealing a computer screen to the audience can compel
artists to perceive this as an opportunity of make the visual
performativity stronger. This principle I tried to adhere
to has compelled me to develop novel performance environ-
ment, as opposed to settling for one meta music-making en-
vironment (e.g. MAX/MSP). Subsequently, I have utilized
the rich expressivity and communication enabled by sharing
screens to facilitate various types of novel audiovisual per-
formance. These performances incorporate audience par-
ticipation, music generated from visuals, and gesture-based
interfaces which control virtual objects on the screen. I
wish that this reflection could contribute to nurturing the
culture of open-screen performances and transparent design
in NIME. Eventually, when this idea of enhancing audi-
ence communication in live performances becomes promi-
nent, audiences can approach computer music performances
with a common ground of communicative, compelling, and
engaging visuals on the screen.
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